“Urban Sequoia” Technology Could Turn Buildings into Climate-Fighting Tools
by Kriston Capps
Nov. 11, 2021 – For the last 2 decades, the building industry has been working to bring down the carbon costs associated with structures and materials.  The building sector accounts for a huge share of carbon emissions, so decisions about materials and engineering have big consequences for the climate.  That’s especially true as more of the world’s population exits rural poverty for urban areas.
One global design firm says that designers need to go beyond the existing “net zero” efficiency goals targeted by groups like the World Green Building Council.  For the next 2 decades, the industry should look to make structures that consume more carbon than they produce, according to Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.  The idea is to elevate materials, technologies and strategies that can turn buildings at all scales into net-negative carbon emitters, turning cities into effective carbon sinks.
“The premise that we’re putting forward is that we think we have to change our mindset and look beyond net zero.  In the balance between civilizations and nature, can we think more like nature?” says Chris Cooper, partner at SOM.  “Can we build buildings that act more like a tree and actually absorb carbon?”
Designers with SOM introduced the firm’s vision for carbon net-negative architecture at CoP26 on Nov. 11.  This provocation, called “Urban Sequoia,” imagines high-rise structures that use exotic technologies such as direct air capture to absorb atmospheric carbon and generate biofuels.
The buildings in the presentation from SOM partner Kent Jackson and senior associate principal Mina Hasman look like vertical gardens in skyscraper form.  The renderings show tall glass towers with peekaboo cutouts where urban forests appear to dwell.  Other scales of carbon net-negative development are possible, too, including mid-rise and low-rise developments.  Taken together, these speculative suggestions would serve as a complete carbon makeover of urban typologies.
The novelty in SOM’s Urban Sequoia presentation is not merely a wash of green over the cityscape.  Designers at the firm are thinking about how the natural function of buildings could facilitate climate mitigation technologies.  For example, direct air capture — a catch-all term for a still-nascent technology that could even generate liquid fuel from CO2 in the air — generally uses fans that suck air into plants.  A natural phenomenon in tall buildings, known as the stack or chimney effect, could perform this mechanical function without using electricity.  Architects generally work to reduce the stack effect, which causes problems such as pressure differentials at entrances or whistling sounds in elevator shafts.  But in this configuration, building designers could harvest the stack effect as a passive way to generate fuel in skyscrapers.
“The high-rise typology is the most difficult,” says Yasemin Kologlu, SOM principal and co-leader of the firm’s climate action group.  “If you can solve it at that scale, you can solve it at the other scales as well.”
Some of the ideas under this carbon net-negative schema sound more speculative.  Consider a pilot project in Hamburg, Germany, that uses a bio-reactive façade to create renewable energy and heat using algae (specifically, flat-panel photo-bioreactors stuffed with microalgae).  Das Algenhaus could ideally be a model for heating buildings and generating biomass at the same time.  Kologlu says that, in a world facing climate change, architects need to serve as the conduit between the building industry and materials R&D.  Some of their ideas are going to stand out as fantastical.
But these ideas aren’t any weirder than attaching photovoltaic panels to rooftops to absorb energy from the sun, Cooper says.  Look what came from that development: When buildings emerged as the armature for solar power, the infrastructure and industry shifted to accommodate solar, and the price fell as a result.  The same process could unfold along the cumulative chain of carbon capture technologies envisioned by the Urban Sequoia framework, including direct air capture, biofuel systems and carbon-negative materials such as biocrete.
The Urban Sequoia vision is a long ways off.  But considering the firm’s global footprint, and new regulatory regimes like New York’s Green New Deal for buildings or the 2nd Bauhaus movement in Europe, there is an opportunity for a company like SOM to push the conversation.  That’s what SOM wants to do now, with experiments in materials, proof-of-concept pavilions and start-up projects.  Above all, the designers want people to think about the equation.
“We’ve been making bold steps within the framework of reduction,” Cooper says.  “Now we’re saying that the premise has to flip.”
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